The Master Class Series
ADOBE’S INSPIRATIONAL SHOWCASES

Series Description
No two Master Class books are alike: Some explore the vision of a single master; others are a survey of top names in the field. But each is an inspiring, all-access pass to the artistic process. The voices of the experts ring through on every page, as they take you beyond the tools and behind the scenes of Web design, Photoshop, Acrobat, and more, sharing tips and insights along the way. Each author’s unique aesthetic is reflected in the visual direction of these graphically lush books.

BEGINNER TO ADVANCED.

Selling Points
• Experts in the field take you beyond the tools and behind the scenes.

• No two are alike; each author’s vision is reflected in the design.

What Reviewers Are Saying
“Instead of telling you what’s wrong with a zillion Web sites, the author has picked a few good ones, and lets you see behind the scenes how they got that way. The sites range from big business to one-man shop, which is refreshing—you can apply the principles here without a huge budget. You get to see how these sites have changed for the better over time. Very nice.”
— Customer review, amazon.com

“Adobe Photoshop Master Class is a remarkable book about how to create extremely realistic images in Photoshop. It’s more about how to create effective perspectives, lighting, reflections, and color than it is about how to use Photoshop (although it clearly explains how to do that).”
— Jay Nelson, DesignTools Monthly

SEE NEXT PAGE FOR MORE INFORMATION
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